Clinical Regulatory Careers

Getting started...
Regulatory Agencies

European Medicines Agency

AHWP = Asian Harmonization Working Party

FDA = Food and Drug Administration
Questions regarding Regulatory Jobs

• Want to write?
• Like details?
• Want to be involved in high quality protocols?
• Motivated by serving the public?
Clinical Affairs jobs with a CRO

Interested in being a project focused person? Have you been interested in consulting sort of work? Are you comfortable with some travel?

*CRO = Contract Research Organization
Clinical Affairs - things to consider

You MUST have been around a clinic in order to be considered

The people are good at these jobs do not necessarily have a PhD

There are several roles
Clinical Affairs - which jobs exist?

Clinical Research Associate or Monitor (mostly from CROs)

Clinical Research Scientist – some other titles exist here within medical device or pharma or biotech companies
-if you like looking at preliminary data sets and/or working with data this could be a place for you
-if you like talking about protocols and being the “go between” this is for you
Informational Interviews

Almost necessary if you are seriously considering this role
Upcoming programs to support you

Using LinkedIn and ucsfconnect

Informational Interviewing

Resumes (later today, here at mission bay)

Individual Appointments – any can be done via phone
  -MINI = 20 min – document or info int email review
  -REGULAR = 50 min – more in depth
Lots at parnassus the next two weeks
career.ucsf.edu ...search by word appointments
Webpage to support your Clinical Regulatory interest

https://career.ucsf.edu/clinical-regulatory-careers

Fellowships

Courses

And more, oh my!!